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Finite-Element Analysis of H-Plane 
Waveguide Junction with Arbitrarily 

Shaped Ferrite Post 
MASANORI KOSH IBA, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE, AND MI CHIO SUZU KI , SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE 

AiI!llr,,1'/ - /\ lIumerical approach for solving [he problem Df If-plane 
~lI\'l!gu ide junctiDns " ith lossy feni le posts Df arbi lrary shupe is proposed. 
llw jlllK'liuns are allo,,-ed 11,1 have arbitrary eross ~Iion. The approach is a 
rOlllbin:ltion I,If the n"ite-el",menl method and the analytical method. To 
..how Ihe "~ Iid ity and usefull\esl> of [he method, V-June[ion eirculalors with 
a (ir('uhl" ferrile paS[ are considered. Our results agree well wilh earl ier 
~~puinll'nl ~ 1 and l!teore licil resulls. The ~rfol"lna~es 01 V-junctiun 
drculato,-.; ,,-llh a triangular cquilaternl fenile pos[ Dr a triangular ferrite 
[IO't h~ving uepreswll sides Ire inveSliga ted. The influences uf [he !eITite 
~o;es un the performance are examined. 

1. IN'J'RODUCfION 

APPLICATIONS OF waveguide junctions with ferrite 
posts have been of wide-ranging use in microwave 

devices and circuits, and research on them has been con
tinued steadi ly. Davies [1] presen ted the theoretical treat
menl for a symmetrical waveguide junction circulator with 
a circular ferrite post. This met hod was extended to junc
tions with coaxial composite ferr ite posts which prod uced 
much larger bandwidths [2] - [41. This analysis, however, is 
limited for junctions Ihat have geometrical symmet ry. Re
cently, the point-matching method was extended to the 
asymmetri cal junctions (5] and was applied to the junctions 
with a tria ngular ferri te post (6J. The point-matching tech
nique is powerful for the waveguide junctions with arbi
trarily shaped ferrite posts, but the ferrite losses are 
neglected. Okamoto [71 presented a method based on Ihe 
~ nlegral equations for solving the problem of waveguide 
Junctions with lossy ferrite posts. In his approach, the 
Junctions are allowed to have an arbitrary cross section and 
arbitrary number of ports, but only the ferrite posts wi th 
S~looth boundaries such as a circular ferrite post and a 
trtangular ferri te post having rounded angles are studied. 

In Ihis paper, a fini te-element method for the analysis of 
the H-plane waveguide junctions with lossy ferrite posts of 
arbitrary shape is described. 

For the analysis of planar circulators, Lyon and Helszajn 
III] presented a method based on circuit theory and the r . 
lOne-element method. In their approach, the system is 

f1sSumed to be free of any losses and the fi nite-element 
n:'ethod is used for the computation of the eigenvalues and 
eIgenvectors of the normal modes of a magnetized ferrite 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of problem. 

resona tor, and then the ci rcuit parameters are determined 
by using these data of the normal modes. Their approach is 
very useful for the planar circulators using arbitrarily 
shaped resonators and it can be applied to H-plane wave
guide junctions with arbitrarily shaped ferrite posts. How
ever, the scallering coefricients are quite sensitive to the 
values of the circui t parameters, so it is necessary to ensure 
that sufficient significant digits are carried through in the 
computation of the normal modes. In our approach, on the 
other hand, it is not necessary to compute the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of the normal modes. Making use of the 
method, we fi rs! treat Y -junction circulators with a circular 
ferrite post for comparison with the previously published 
experimental and theoretical results [31, [51- [71 . The perfor
mance of Y -junction circulators with a lriangular equi
latera l fe rri te post or a triangu lar ferrite post having de
pressed sides are nCA t investigated. The influences of the 
ferrite losses on the performance are examined. 

II. BASIC EQUATIONS 

Fig. 1 shows lhe H-plane waveguide junction with a 
fu ll-height fe rrite post of arbitrary shape. The dc magnetic 
field is applied in parallel with the z axis. The boundaries 
r" (i' = 1', 2', 3') lie in the region {} with r, (i c:: 1, 2, 3) and 
the short-circuit bou ndary r, and the region surrounded by 
r" and r completely encloses the waveguide discontinui
ties. III general, the wavegu ides need not be symmetrically 
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located around the junction. Although the number of ports 
is arbitrary, for simplicity, three-port junctions are consid
ered. The waveguides propagate only the dominant TE 10 

mode, while all higher modes are cutoff. However, this 
does not mean that the higher modes are neglected. 

With a time dependence of the form exp(jwt) being 
implied, the permeability tensor [IJI is [9J 

where 

o 
o 
~o 

( 
(wo+ jwa)w. ) 

IJ.=/J. o 1 + 2 
(wo+jwa}-w2 

Wo = yHo 

w", = yMs/llo 

(1,= yAH/2w. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Here w is the angular frequency, 110 is the penneability of 
free space, Ho is the internal de magnetic field, M, is the 
saturation magnetization, flH is the resonance linewidth, y 
is the gyromagnetic ratio, and [.J denotes a matrix. 

Considering the excitation by the dominant TE IO mode, 
the field Ez , fl" and Hy satisfy the following relations: 

aHy aH.. . 
-- - -- = jlM.E ax ay r 

where 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Here (0 is the permittivity of free space, €. is the relative 
permittivity, and 5 is the dielectric loss angle. 

III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

A. Finite -Element Approach 

Dividing the region 0 into a number of second-order 
triangular elements in Fig. 2, the electric field Ez within 
each element is defined in terms of the electric fi eld Ez at 
the cor"ner and midside nodal points 

E,~ (N}T(E,), (11) 

where {Ez ) ~ is the electric field vector corresponding to 
the nodal points within each element, {N} is the shape 
function vector [10], and T, {.}, and {.}T denote a trans
pose, a column vector, and a row vector, respectively. 

(.J 

(bl 

Fig_ 2. TYpical divisions for H-plane waveguide junctions with a 
post. (a) Circular ferrite p<lst. (b) Triangular ferrite post. 

Using a Galerkin procedure on (7), we obtain 

ff ( aH, aH, ) (N) -. - ---jw<E, dg~(O} 
e ax ay 

where the integration is carried over the element sulbd"-l 
main O~ and {O} is a null vector. 

Integrating by parts, (12) becomes 

(
J(N) J(N) ) f£ ax Hy- oy H.,+jw(Ez dO 

- f(N}H,dr~ (O) , (13); 
j 
• 

where the second integration on the left-hand side is car".; 
ried over the contour f .. of the region 0 .. , and H, is thel 
transverse component of the magnetic field on f~ . ~ 

Substituting (8) and (9) into (13), considering p. = f-lo and; 
K = 0 on r" and Ez = 0 on r, using (11), and assembling 
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the complete matrix for the region n by adding the contri
butions of all different elements, we obtain 

J BE 
[A]{E,} - [ ['f(N} ,;, dy<n~(O} (14a) 

, _ \ ~ e ax f, 

A ~ [jj [ "0 ("(B{N) B(N}T [1 e fl2_K2 ax ax 

+ B(N} B(N}T) 
By By 

. (B(N) B(N}T B(N} B(N}T)) + J K - ---';;---'- ---'-;;-'--ax ay ay ax 

-,,(l - j ,anO}kJ{N}(N}TjdXdY (14b) 

where 

(15) 

Here the components of the { Ez } vector are the values of 
the only nonzero components of the electric field Ez at all 
nodal points in the region n except the short-circuit 
boundary r , 1:e and E~ extend over all different elements 
and the elements related to ri , respectively, and [A] is a 
complex matrix. For loss-free materials. namely A H = 0 
and tanS = 0, [A] becomes Hermitian. For H-plane wave
guide junctions without fe rrite posts, namely fl = flo and 
K = 0, (14) is reduced to the equation derived by Koshiba, 
Sato, and Suzuki (11], [12]. 

We may rewrite (14) as follows: 

[AJ" 
[A J, ., 
[AJ" 

where 

[AJ", 

[AJ "" 
[AJ", 

[A J" 
[AJ " 
[AJ" 

( E,), 

( E,) " 
( E,) 8 

(O) 
(0 ) 

BE 
['j(N} , dy, n ax(l) e e r, 

( E, ), 

(E,) 8~ (E,), 
( E,), 

( E,)" 
(E,},, ~ (E,) " 

(E,)" 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

Here the components of the (Ez ) i and {E.}" vectors are 
the values of the electr ic field Ez at nodal points on the 
boundaries f,(i = 1,2,3) and fr(i' = 1',2', 3'), respectively, 
the components of the {Ez } I vector are the values of Ez at 
nodal points in the interior region except the boundaries r, 
r;, and ri " and [AlII' [All,," · ,and [AIBB are the sub
matrices of [A1. 
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B. Analylical Approach 

Assuming that the dominant TEIO mode of unit ampli
tude is incident from the waveguide j(j = 1,2,3) in Fig. 1, 
E, on f i may be expressed analytically as 

E,{x(i ) = d ;, yU)) = oij2j(sinPjjdJI;1(y(j)) 

00 1'" + [ ' exp ( - j~,,,,d,) 
m - 1 0 

'I ( "')' ( "') in. Y J;m Yo 

where 

/,,,,(Y<") ~12/ W, sin(m./W,)Y<" (20) 

~,,,, -jkJ-(mw/W,)' . (21) 

Here lJ;j is the Kronecker O. 
Using (11), (19) can be discretized as follows : 

(E,),~o'j(f}j+[ZL(E,)" (22) 

where 

(23) 
00 

[Zj, ~ [ "p ( - j~'rnd,) (Jrn ),['1./,,,,( yJ") 
"' - \ I" e 

Here ·the components of the {j",}; vector are the values of 
[,.",(y(i)) at the nodal points on f i and L~, extends over the 
elements related to f i ,. 

C. Combination of Finite-Elemenl and Analytical Relations 

Using (22), from (16) we obtain the following final 
matrix equation: 

[ A]" [A J", [AJ" ( E, ), (0) 

[A] '" [AJ "8' [A J 8" (E,)" ~ (0 ) (25) 
---- --------- ------ - ( E,) 8 

----

[0] - [ZJ [1] (J) 

where 

[Z ], [o j [0] 

[ZJ~ [0] [Z], [0] (26) 

[oj [0] [ ZJ, 

O'j{f}, 

(f) ~ O,,(J) j (27) 

O,,(J )j 

Here [1 J is a unit matrix and [0] is a null matrix. 
The values of E: at nodal poin ts on f l " namely {E:} i" 

arc computed from (25), and then the electric field E~(x(i) 
= 0, y(O)) on ri , can be calculated from (11). The solutions 
on f

" 
allow the determination of the power reflection 

coefficient IRjf and the power transmission coefficient 
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Fig. 3. Performance or a V-junction w jlh a TTl·I09 circular ferrile po$l. Fig. 4. Performance of a V·junction wilh a 0 ·1002 cir<:ular ferrite 

IT;}l l as follows: 

IR Ji l2 = 11 ~Et ( x U) - 0, y{} ))Jj\ (yUI) dy(j) - W (28) 
o . 

IT,) , - ~" 11 Wi E, (x 1" - 0, y'O) I" (y'O) dy';'I', 
I-' JI 0 

IV. NUMERICAL R ESULTS 

We consider a Y -junction circulator with a central ferrite 
post. A typical division of this circulator into second-order 
triangular elements is shown in Fig. 2, where the widths of 
three waveguides are the same and WI - Wz = W3 = 22.86 
mm. Convergence of the solutions is checked by increasing 
m in (24) and the number of the elements. Although the 
convergence is obtained in the case of m = 4 or 5, in tlUs 
analysis, the first six evanescent IUgher modes are used in 
(24), namely m = 7. Assuming that the TElO mode is 
incident from the port I , the reflection, isolation, and 
insertion losses [1]- (7) are calculated as follows: 

Reflection LoSS'" - 2010glO IRlI l(d B) 

Isolation Loss - - 20 10glO ITzd(dB) 

Insertion Loss = - 20 10gLo ITn l(d B) . 

(30a) 

(30b) 

(30e) 

The dissipative loss p. is given by 

P, - l - (IRul' + IT,d' + ITnl') · 

A. Y · Junction with a Central Circular Ferrite Post 

For comparison with previously published 
and theoretical results, we first treat Y·junction 
with a central circular ferrite post. There is some 
between the earlier theoretical results (3), [5]-(7]. 

The circulator performances using two different f~l~ 
samples, that is, TIl · l 09 and 0·1002, have been c 
lated and are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, 
only the magnetic losses are considered and the 
losses are neglected, namely 6 H -+ 0 and tan /) = O. Ma" ", 
parameters are given in [3), (5)- (7). The results for ll H = 

(Iossless) are represented by the solid lines, while 
results for tJ. H ¢ 0 (lossy) are represented by the dots. 
experimental resuJ ts of Castillo and Davis [3] are 
represented by the dashed Jines. In lossless cases, 
condition of power conservation IRlI lz + ITld2 + ITll12 
is satisfied to an accuracy of ± 10 - 4

• In the lossy cases, 
isolation slightly meliorates and the reflection slightly 
teriorates in the neighborhood of the respective maxima 

the performance curves in comparison with the ~:,:;~ 
cases [7]. For the lossy case in Fig. 3, the numerical 
(dots) agree approximately with the experimental 
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TABLE ! 
DISSIP"'TIVE LOSSES OF Y·JUNCTIONS WITH 

A CIRCULAR FERRITE POST 

TTl-109 G· l002 
Frequency 

(6Hz) tan 6 tan ~ tan 6 tan ~ 

-0 - O.OOOS -0.001 -0 

8.0 0.044 0. 046 0.049 0.018 
9.0 0 .051 0.054 0.057 0.036 

10 ,0 0 ,084 0 .088 0. 092 0 . 048 
11.0 0.032 0,035 0. 037 0 .015 
12.0 0.016 0 .018 0. 020 0. 008 

a : 2 ·6 mm 
- 10SSItU • lossy 
a.Z·8mm 
- -- lossl.ss - lossy 

2 

.---l po, l 2 
PO'I I 

TTI-109 
0 

< 
tquila't,al - ~ TE,. t 'i4ln~1,I14l' 
It,.il, posl 

0 \' po'l 3 

....80- -- .... -..... -_.--
0 

, 0 
• , 
0 

0 " 
/'~ 

, 
2 -0 • , , - , 
0 .. -_ .. - , 

'. 
• • 

, 
' ...... -.... -- -

0 

, 0 

• , 
• 

0 -,-, 
" '-. • , , 

0 
0 2 -• 
0 • , 

" 0 , 
y , 

• '~ ---- -
0 • • " t I 12 

I (GHz) 

Pig. 5. Perfonnance of a Y·junction with a TTl·109 triangular ferrite 
POSI for the first arrangement. 

: In Fig. 4, the agreement with the experimental results is 
not as good as in Fig. 3. However, for the lossy cases both 
in Figs. 3 and 4, the numerical resu lts (dots) agree well 
Wi th the results of the integral equation method 17]. In 
~mparison with the other theoretical results [3], [5], [6], the 

.lntegral equation method and the present method are found 
:lo give fai rly good results close to the experimental results 
On the whole [7]. 

" Table I shows the dissipative losses. For a TTl·109 
ferrite sample, the results obtained by considering both the 

.. ll1agnetic and dielectric losses are also shown. It is found 

2 0 -• , 
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, 0 

~ 
S 

0 § 2 -0 • • • 0 
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, 0 -• • -
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~ 
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Fig. 6. Performance: of a V-junction with a 111·109 lriangular ferrite 
POSt for the second arrangement. 

TABLE II 
D ISSIPHIVE LOSSES OF Y·JU NCTIONS WITH 

A TRlil.NGUU.R FERRITE POST 

Arra ngement Arrangement 
Frequency 

(GH z) 
i n Fig , S in Fig.S 

,,- 2.~ rrm a-2 . 8 rrm ,, - 2.6JMl ,,- 2. 8 r;rn 

80 0.032 0.051 0 .029 0,055 

'.0 0.047 0.062 0 . 048 0,062 

U 0.053 0 ,070 0 .055 0 .093 
10.0 0.059 0.053 0 . 074 0.053 

1 O. 5 0 .050 0.036 0 .05 1 0.027 

11.0 0.035 0.02 7 0.027 0. 019 

12 ,0 0.021 0. 021 0 .01 5 O. 017 

that dielectric losses do not add much to the dissipative 
losses. Therefore, we neglect the dielectric losses in the 
fo llowing numerical resul ts. 

B. Y -Junction with a Triangular Ferrite Post 

Consider a Y -junction with a triangular equilateral fer· 
rite post. Two specific cases (6] are considered. In the first 
case, the points of the triangle are in the centers of the 
waveguides, whereas in the second case, the sides of the 
triangle are in the centers of the waveguides. Numerical 
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Fig. 7. Performance of a V-junction with a TII -109 triangular ferrite 
post having depressed sides for the first arrangement. 

results are obtained for a ITI-I09 ferrite sample. The ' 
circu.Iator performances for the first and the second 
arrangements are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, 
where a is the radius of an inscribed circle of the triangle. 
It is found that as the value of a increases, the circulation 
frequency decreases. In the lossy cases, the isolation slightly 
meliorates and the reflection slightly deteriorates in the 
neighb<?rhood of the respective maxima of the performance 
curves in comparison with the lossless cases. The values of 
the maximum isolation for the first arrangement (Fig. 5) 
are larger than those for the second arrangement (Fig. 6). 

Table II shows the dissipative losses due to the magnetic 
losses. The dissipative losses for the first arrangemen t are 
smaller than those fo r the second arrangement in the 
neighborhood of the circulation frequency. 

C. V -Junction with a Triangular Ferrite Post Having 
Depressed Sides 

We propose a Y-junction with a triangular ferrite post 
having depressed sides as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Two 
specific cases are considered. In the first case (Fig. 7), the 
points of the triangle are in the centers of the waveguides, 
whereas in the second case (Fig. 8), the sides of the triangle 
are in the centers of the waveguides. Numerical results are 
obtained for a TIl-109 ferrite sample. The circulator per
formances fo r the first and the second arrangements are 
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Fig. 8. Performance of a V-junction with a TIl -109 triangular 
post having depressed sides for the second arrangement. 

shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively, where the 7~l;~i 
losses are considered. The frequency of the best 
for the triangular ferrite post having depressed . 
Figs. 7 and 8 is higher than that for the triangular 
post in Figs. 5 and 6. The values of the maximum isolati 
for the first arrangement (Fig. 7) are smaller than those 
the second arrangement (Fig. 8). . 

In the first arrangement (Fig. 7), the points of 
triangle, which are in the centers of the waveguides, 
act as dielectric tapers (13]. However, each side of 
triangle is bent abruptly. Therefore, it seems that 
performances obtained with the triangular ferrite post 
ing depressed sides (Fig. 7) are inferior to those . 
with the triangular ferrite post having straight sides 
5). In the second arrangement (Fig. 8), the sides 
triangle, which are in the centers of the waveguides, · 
trimmed [14] and the dissipative losses due to the magn' 
losses may be reduced. Therefore, it seems that the 
formances obtained with the triangular ferrite post 
depressed sides (Fig. 8) are better than those obtained 
the triangular ferrite post having straight sides (Fig. 

Table III shows the dissipative losses due to the 
netic losses. The dissipative losses obtained with the 
gular ferrite post having depressed sides in Table 
smaller than those obtained with the triangular ferrite 
in Table II for the same value of a. 
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TABLE 1II 
DISSIPATIVE LOSSES OF Y ·JUNCTIONS WITH 

A TRIANGULAR FERlUTE POST 
HAVING DEPRESSED SIDES 

Arrang ement Ar nngement 
Freq uency 

(GHz ) 
in fj g .7 i n fi g.8 

a~2. 61lJIl a·2 .8m a· 2.6nm Q o2.8 rrrn 

B.O 0.0 13 0 . 021 0.014 0.017 

'.0 0 .023 0. 036 0 .022 0.038 
9. ; 0 .029 0.04 1 0.03 1 0.044 

10.0 0.034 0.044 0.038 0 .052 
10. 31 0.045 0.057 

1 O. 5 0. 037 0.044 0. 043 0.054 
10 .94 0. 037 0.045 

11. 0 0.037 0. 036 0. 044 0 .032 

12 .0 0.026 0 .022 0 .019 0.01 5 

From Figs. 5- 8 and Tables II and III, it is found that it 
is possible to optimize the form of the cross section of the 
ferrite to find the best possible circulator structure, namely 
higher isolation and reflection losses, smaller insertion loss, 
and smaller di ssipative loss at the circulation frequency. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A method of analysis, based on the finite-element ap
proach and the analytical approach, was developed for the 
solution of H-plane waveguide junctions with lossy ferrite 
posts of arbitrary shape. The validity of the method was 
confirmed by comparing numerical results for circular fer
rite post circulators with previously published experimental 
and theoretical results. The performances of Y -junction 
circulators with a triangular equilateral ferrite post or a 
triangular ferrite post having depressed sides were also 
investigated. The influences of the ferrite losses on the 
performance were examined. 

This method can be easily extended to the planar circu
lators using arbitrarily shaped resonators [81. The problem 
of how to deal with waveguide junctions with partial-height 
ferrite posts [15)-[17) hereafter still remains. 
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